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SECTION I


INTRODUCTION


-The purpose of this report is to:


(1) 	 Give a tutorial presentation of pseudo-random digital


sequences, their generation and-properties; and---------.


(2) Report the results of a study of filtered pseudo-random sequences,


..... ­
and 	 their statistical properties----------­

-_.--This 
 study-resulted from a need for-specific design information for


apseudo-random signal generator. The generator, to be used in a telemetry


communications system-test unit, must generate its-pseudo-randomsignals


by -fitering-along digital-sequence. zDsired'signal po6rties-include: -"


i-:(i)
Approximately -Gaussian-amplitud-pr6bability -deisity-function and 

__2-~1oo e-.nr--	 av..~.a Lh--4a±L yE Lhe-tLdr being 
. c'used -n,-the generator. '--- --- ­
--Filtered maximum-length sequences have been used for this, and similar


applications in the past. '2 '3 The results reported were good for low-pass


filtered sequences when the ratio of digital clock frequency to filter


cutoff frequency was between fifteen and twenty. However, for higher


values of this ratio, a definite skewing of the amplitude density function
 

has been observed.4 This skewing effect has been confirmed experimentally


(See 	 Section VI) for several digital generator configurations.


R. P. Gilson has reported that the skewing effect can be averted by

I 
.using a digital sequence composed of the Modulo-2 sum of the outputs of two


maxinum-length digital sequence generators. His paper included the results


of experiments with nine and eleven stage generators. Near Gaussian shaped


1 2


probability density functions 'were obtained for clock to cutoff ratios of


up to eighty.


Experiments supporting this study haYe confirmed Gilson's results;


however, it was found experimentally and by computer simulation, that


sequence generation by summing two maximum-length sequences did not always


result in a non-skewed amplitude probability density function. To the contrary,


in some cases a single maximum-length sequence gave better results in this


respect than did the sum of two maximum-length sequences. Therefore, finding


-a relation between the digital sequence generator feedback configuration and


-ithe sequence statistical structure was important to meeting the objectives of 
t--:the -study. - - ----------------- - _ 
Th-is effort includes an investigation of the phase distribution of the


r-spectral components--of various binary sequences, and a direct.analysis of the


Srrelation between third moment (skewing indicator) of._subsequences of long


--yields useful-information-when evaluating the quality 9f a pseudo-random 
-sequence. .. ... .---- - - ­
a'gPROrUC$BLTl_j R_AkpAG B OF THMoPOR 
SECTION II 
SEQUENCE GENEPATION 
The type sequences to be considered in this section can be described


as "linear sift-register generated sequences". The sequences are linear. 
when' the generator feedback operations-are restricted-tro-addition, and Trot 
multiplication, Such sequences obey the laws of linear mathematics such as


the law of superpositigne Figure II-1 is an example of a sequence generator,


Each box represents a digital storage element, and feedforward and feedback


are accomplished with the use of "exclusive-or", or "modulo- 2 half adder" 
gates, The unit is clock driven, and the output sequence can be taken from 
aiy Stage. The generator in the figure is called a "multiple-return generator" 
because of the presence of several heedforward and feedback paths. If feed­
i:egister, then the unit is called a "simple shift register generator" (SSRG).


Figure 11-2 illustrates a generator of this type.


+ 2 + 3 d o-+ 4 + 5 
. . . ..
 -- ­.. . . . 

_Figure flII Multiple-Rturn Generator 
-3 
I f1 
- '-: _ -. Figure 11-2,- -Simple-Shift Register Generator. 
_,---These digital generators are capable-of producing repetitive sequences 
of length


L 2- 1 bits,_- (iL-) 
where n is the number of stages in the register. Depending upon the particular


-feedback-configuratn---thf-seqenc-maycycle in less than L clock periods.


If this is the case, the generator is called a "non-maximum length sequence
 

generat'or 
The sequence output of a non-mnximum length_ generator may depend -upon 
the initial loading of the generator. In this case, the generator register 
may pass through a fbw in*-tial stages'rto'wbich it nevbr-r-eturns, before 
settling into a non-maximum repetitive cycle. The initial,output (before

getting into the repetitive cycle) is called a "transient output". For

example, consider the generator shown in figure 11-3.. If the initial loading

is 0111 for the four stages respectively, tie output is 111001100110 ........

The 1110 is the transient portion of the output and 0110 is-the cyclic portion.

In this case, the cycle is of length four. - -­
-54


Non-Maximum Generator with Transients.
Figure 11-3, 

- Figure 11-4 is an example of a non-maximum generator with no transients; 
however, the cycle's sequence depends on initial loading, 
3 
2 
Non-Maximum Generator with no Transients.
Figure 11-4. 

Table I-i -lists initial-loading and cyclic -sequence-output forthe generator


in.-figure 11-4S ... . 
Figure t1-5 is a "maximumlength generator:". The output sequence Cexcept 
"or phase reference) does-not-depend-upon-initial-loading°- If the reference 
(initial loading) were 1111, the output sequence would be 1101011001000. 
misreport.dealsprimariLy-wi thsimple shift registerogenerators. :It 
Table II-i. InLtial Loading and Cyclic Sequence Output.


INITIAL CYCLIC


LOADING SEQUENCE


1111 11110


1000 00011


1010 01010


- D j-r ..- 2 
Figure 11-5. Maximum Length Generator.


Than be shown that every multiple-return generator (that has no transients)


That is,a simple generator ex­
possesses an equivalent-simple generator. 
ists that generates exactly the same sequence. 
- Before describing a formal analysis procedure for simple shift register 
generators, several char cteristics of these generators and their sequences 
will be given. 
No simple shift-register generator which utilizes an odd number of feed­
---------- ------- ------- --------
back taps can produce a maximum length sequence. Any shift register generator


producing a maximum length sequence would necessarily include the all 1 state


of the shift register. If the modulo-2 feedback included an odd number of


taps, the feedback would be 1, and the next state of the register would be


the all 1 state. In fact, the generator with an odd number of feedback taps


would "lock-up" in the all I condition, and no maximum length sequence could


be produced.


If an N-stage simple shift register generator has feedback on stages 
n, k, m, . ., the reverse generator will have taps on stages n, n-k, n-m, 
For example, the generator in figure 11-5 has taps on stages I and 4


and generates the sequence 1li01011001000. The reverse generator has taps


on stages 3 and 4 and generates the sequence 111100010011010. The justification


for this is as follows:

-J~~~~~- " . .. -_ _ - ­ -_------- -- -

Represent the state of the register as


r=_. _c . .. .. = - . - = _ - -.L ---. - - 2 - -:e 
After one clock period, the state of the register becomes


where


+
b + x +.X ... x = 0, (u-I) 
and i, j, k, etc. are the stages included in the feedback. Now consider 
the state C-
X - c.. Sx 
Xn =n-i.


in a generator whose feedback is from stages n-i, n-j, n-k, etc. The


previous state of the register was


n -2 V n - 1 c-
Xi coltcn t vecror our=r - 0docnr JC 
'5


where 
= 0 (11-2)C + Xi + X. + x k . + xn 
Comparing (II-i) and (11-2)


I C , (11-3)


notice that


Xn.1 Xn.222­ xI, 51I


is the reverse of


b, x1, ... Xn_ 1


and the second generator produces a sequence that is the reverse of that 
produced by the first generator.


An important characteristic of maximum length sequences that is used


extensively in the study of their statistical structure is the "shift-and-add" 
property. A statement of the shift-and-add property is as follows: 
If a ML sequence is modulo-2 added with a shifted version of itself, the 
a shifted version of the original sequence.result is 

Another similar characteristic of maximum length sequences is the sampling 
property:


If the sequence is sampled every k bits where k=28 , g an integer, then the 
resulting sequence is a shifted version of the original sequence. These two 

properties will later be verified using the generator characteristic equation. 

The contents of a shift register has been reprcsented as a vector, 

X = x 2, .x. xn (11-4) 
The operation of the generator can be represented as a matrix operating ol 
the content vector. The operating matrix, called the "A" matrix, operates 
on the content vector such that 
AX(j) = X(j+i), (11-5) 

where 

X(j): content vector during Jth clock period 

0 F itiREPRODUCIBILITY8 ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
X(j+l): content vector during j+lth clock period 
Then, from (11-5) n 
n


x.(J+l) = D ai;k Xki) (11-6) 
where 
- - ­
x1 (J+1): 1 th element of the content vector 
during the (j+l)th clock period, 
7-7 nXk(j): kth element of the content vector during 
- the jth clock period. 
As an example, consider the generator shown in figure 11-6. 
-4-5-..
-321 
-- e-Figure 11-6, Five Stage Shift Register Generator. 
The_A matrix for this generator is


0'-I= 0 0 
1 0 O. 0 0 
- e - .. .... -" - --- - - o o - - - n -7) 
A= - --- -0 --- (11-7) 
- . :ar- - 0 0- 1 0 0 
070 0 0 1 
....- - --' - ­
9­

This can be verified by noting


x (J+l) = x2 (j) + X5 (j) 
x2 (J+l) = xI(j) 
x 3 (J+l) x2 (j) 
x4 (j+l) = x3(j) 
x5(j+l) = x4 (j) (11-8) 
The A matirx can be interpreted as representing the feed from the 1th


stage to the th stage. If


aij=
a-­

-then the jth stage is part-of the feed to the i th stage, otherwise 
. 0.2-3 
-Notice thatthbe iatrix representation can be used to represent both maximum 
and non-maximum length sequences.


An extension of the operation-of the A matrix yields the relation


-X(jk)= AkX(j). - ­

-Now, if the generator is a maximum length type, then


iX(j+L) = ALX(j) = X(j) -(11-10) 
-vihere . 
SThen ­
----- :---2 . _17-- -- -(11-12) 
her -I is the identity matrix: -Likewistij if the sequence were non-maximum 
-and of length P where P<L, then ---------- - ...--­
-- -- - -- -- ----- A P I. (11-13) 
- -The-characteri-tic pblynomial of the-A matrix is 
which is the determinate value of A I. 4-~whihdterinaei th vlu ofA 1 
 
The characteristic-equation of the A matrix is


A- 1 0. (11-14) 
A formal relationship exists between the characteristic equation of a 
simple shift register generator and its feedback taps. If stages n, k, m, 
etc. are part of the feedback, then the characteristic equation is 
- n + ,n-k + cn-m ± en + 1 = O. (o-2) (11-15) 
A short notation for the characteristic polynomial is 
(n,n-k, n-m, ... 0). (11-16) 
As an example of a characteristic polynomial, consider the SSRG of 
figure 11-6, The characteristic polynomial is 
C-+- + 1. (mod 2) (11-17) 
The short form variation of this polynomial is 
(5,3,0), 
A short notation for describing the feedback arrangement for a SSRG 
will now be illustrated. If the feedback is from stages n, k, m, etc., the 
short notation for the feedback is 
[n, k, n, ... 0]. "(1-18) 
The generator illustratedincfigure 11-6 has feedback 
--. . -- .. .. ..-- 
 - - [5,2,0] - -- .- -­- ­
using the above notation.C - - -- ­
-:The sequence generator characteristic-equation- can -be related- to the­
statistical properties. ofL-the: sequence, and therefore is important to this 
study. The relation between -thecharacterfstic equation and -the feedback-­
taps is.xlerived as fo1-1-ows-z:___ z:. =_ 
F~rom Algebra,_ with -vkry:polynomial of the form -5.-2... 
 ­
- ~---- .. -- ~" - -n-2 -- -- - - ­: n------. 
"----------... . .: 1 h -'- ---- -. '--c : ----- :---- ------ o=cn 
C n k n 1nS Q2 +C n 
there exist a matrix (called th Companion Matrix) of the form


0 1 0 0 . 0 
0 0 1 a . . . 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
C= 1 i 1 i -'.. . 1 (11-20) 
Cn Cn-I Cn-2 On-3 
 C1


If IA - gI 0 is evaluated, then the resulting polynomial has a C matrix


given by


or the companion matirx is the rotate of the A matrix, Since the A matrix


is related to the feedback taps, the companion matrix is also related to the


feedback taps. Specifically, if tap k is part of the feedback, then


- -- ~- - -----'L-I ii._ - -- . i-- . L 7__ = - L ­
aA =. 
Since


CA­

.. 
- - -. " 
a =


-tL,k 
 cn,n4l-k 
 (11-22)


and


.-- + C = i (11-23)

..............................-.-.2-~  k: :-_n ... .-­
 ; _-. -. 

The-characteristic equation will then-bave a term of the fom


...~ ----z.:=.-._."C nk a l,k = -I-4

- - 4 . gn-k 4 n-k -24) 
-SFf- the Caley-Hamilton- Theorem, a-matrix satisfies its own characteristic 
equation" The- characteristic equation can therefore be written­
n n- An-rn 
A-+ - + A + ,.. + I = 0 (mod 2) (11-25) 
-3Lt-Usng_ th---characteristic equation, the sampling principle stated earlier 
can be justified. If x is an-initial content vector the succeeding content 
vectors-are Ax, A2x, A3x,.A4x, ... If every second output bitis sampled, 
the output sequence could have been produced by a generator with content 
vectors


S12 
X, A2x, A4x, A6x, ... , 
and this is equivalent to having an A matrix of form "A2". Now the character­
istic equation is 
An + An-k + Anm + + I = 0. (mod 2) (11-26) 
Squaring this equation,


A2n 2(n-k) A2Cn-m)


A + A + A -." + I = 0 (mod 2) (11-27) 
where all cross-terms drop out because of the properties of modulo-2 addition.


Notice (11-27) implies that A2 satisfies the sequence characteristic equation.


Therefore, two sequenc6 generators with A matrix of form "A", and "A211 
respectively, produce the same sequence since they each satisfy the same 
characteristic equation. Because sampling every sezond bit can be represented 
as operating with A matrix of form A2 , then the sampled sequence must be equiva­
lent to the original sequence. 
,

This principle can be extended to sampling every k bits, where k=2 g g


an integer. The sampling principle is not only useful in the study of sequence


structure, but can also serve as the basis for the design of high data rate


error checking systems.


The "shift-and-add" principle can also be justified with the character­

istic equation. Consider figure 11-7 which depicts two identical sequence


generators. Each generator has the same A matrix. Assuming that generator A


was started g bits earlier than generator B, there is a g bit phase shift


between the two content vectors. The generator A content vector is


x, Ax, A2x, A3x, ......


while the generator B has content vector


Agx, Ag+Ix, Ag+2x, Ag+3x,. ......


OF TRE 
aTTRODUcIBILITYISAGE POOR 
13 
4 I 'FEESBACk' GENERATORA 
'-I


2o 3 4 GENERATOR 
II I A 
I
* 
I


I I 
i, I14o42 
 
Sum 0000 
Sum 2i 4 04 
4 GENERATOR 
4 nr 
.3 4 4FEEDBACK GENERATOR B 
I I Figure 11-7. Partial Correlation of Two Identical Sequences.


where x is the reference content vector. The content vectors of the sum


register are


2 
 
__ (A + Ag+l)x, (A )x, (A3 + Ag+3)x ...... 
orrewriting, and Using the properties of modulo-2 addition, 
(A + ACA g+)x, A2 (A+ Ag+)x ...... 
This is equivalent to-operating the generator with an initial loading 
xI= (A +Ag+l)x, (11-28) 
and.the sequence of content vectors are 
I I - f2x 3X , Ax ,A , Ax 
The "A" matrix for the new sequence generator is the same as the original 
A matrix that satisfied_ the original characteristic equation, only the initial 
-content is different.- Therefore, the sum sequence must be a shifted version of


-the-originPal sequence.


It is of interest to investiga[e the number of maximum length sequences


available from a given number of register stages. It can be show that every


generator with n stages is. capable of producing at least one maximum length


sequence depending on the feedback programming. Assuming a maximum length


sequence from an n stage generator is sampled every k bits (one sample each


k bits of the sequence), the new sequence will be maximum length if k is


n

-relatively prime :to L = -2-1. The Euler's Phi function, 0K), is defined as 
jtenumber ofintegers less than K and relatively prime to K, therefore,

0(2n1) is the number of sampling rates that are relatively prime to the 
maximum sequence length. The set of sequences obtained by sampling at rates 
k(k relatively predAidFl-1) includes all possible maximum length sequences 
of lenjtffL =2' -1. H6weVer, the set -ncludes<repetitions ot Eisarie sequence 
E6cause if ai-A maitix sdtisfies-a-partiduldr characteristic'equation;-so 
A ;'A , A etc. -If the sampling rate k is related to the sampling 
rate k2 by 
k 2 ' kI2g, g an integer


15 
and both are relatively prime to L (IC relatively prime to L implies k2 
relatively prime to L), then both produce the same maximum length sequence. 
The number of times the same sequence appears in the set with population 
6(2n.l) must be determined in order to find the number of different maxi­

mum length sequences available from a given generator. Reference 5


gives a qualitative proof that the sampling rates fall into groups of


size n, where n is the number of stages in the generator. The number of


maximum length sequences available then is


N = k(2n-l (11-29) 
n 
nn


As an example,consider the case where n = 5. 2n-I = 31 and the set 
of sampling rates, 1, 2, 3, ... 30 are all relatively prime to 2 n-1. 
Those sampling rates related by the square relation (Mod 2n-l) are listed 
in sets below: 
1, 2, 4, 8, 16
 

"3, 6, 12, 24, 17


5, 10, 20, 9, 18 
.7, 14, 28, 25, 19


11, 22, 13, 26, 21


15, 30, 29, 27, 23


notice the size of each set of equivalent sampling rates is n=5. The number


of different maximum length sequences available from a five stage generator is


6(25-1) 30 6,


5 5


including reverse sequences.
 

* Equation (11-29) is exact, however, it becomes tedious to evaluate for


large values of n,and an upper bound on (11-29) is useful, Such an upper


bound is devised as follows:


16 
0C2 = 2n-2
 (11-30)-i) 

if n2-1 is prime, and this is the largest possible value of (2n -l), Then


n(_I n2 n 2n192n


- -2 <2 - - 2 2n-log2n (11-31)n - n n 2log2n 
An upper bound is then


U 2n-lg 2n (1-32) 
For example, if n = 16 
-- U-= 216-4 = 212-4096. 
R6st 8f-the mathematics necessary fdr-the dfialysis of the statistical 
pro~eatie of maximum-Fengthlseqfuienceshabeeh preefited. The determination 
of the connections-necessary to-produce-a-mximum l6ngth sequence with an n 
stage gen~rair'is-n6E-centrai o t be pipses 6f-this report; however, a few 
comments-are in ordertt-It -can betprovenfta tgno sequence generator whose 
charicteristic equation-is a reducible-polynom±al can produce a maximum length 
sequence. Some generators whose characteristic equations are irreducible do


not produce maximum length sequences; however, all generators that are of the 
maximum length type do-have iireducib&-chairacteristic-equations. It has 
already -been proven that only those generators which utilize an even number of


feedback taps (odd number of- terms-in the characteristic equation) produce 
maximum Ienith sequences. Therefore the startiig-point in the search for 
maxiu-efijength 7e4uehce generators'is the set of irreducible polynomials with an 
odd ftUmberof terms. This defines the class of polynomials to be, related to the 
statistical properties of maximum lengti sequences of modulo-2 sums of maximum 
length seii ifies.:-- z v - ,era- - .- ... . 
SPECTPAL PROPERTIES 
DIGITAL SEQUENCES


A characteristic of white noise is that the spectral components have


a uniform phase distribution because all the signal spectral phases must


be independently and uniformly distributed. It is of interest to study


the phase distribution of the spectral components of a filtered pseudo


random digital sequence. The pseudo random sequences considered here


are the maximum length sequences produced by simple linear shift register


generators, or the modulo-2 sum of several such sequences, 
-- -- The:phase distribution of the-sequence spectral components can be 
investigated by calculating the Fourier transform of the entire sequence.


As a irst SLep, Lime reference is established. A maximum length sequence 
has .

-- = . .. - - - -(III-i)-jz§2 nfl - - ­
ltii its sequence. If the true reference (t=O) is chosen as the center* 
of the mth bit where - - - - - -­
. . ; _=-- = 2n--l (111-2) 
thenthere are m+ bits during the time interval t<O and the same number 
in the time interval t>O- If the bit interval is Tb, the total sequence

period is - - ­
2n-l)
T T Cb( = Tb (2m+l). 
 (111-3) 
Figure Ill-I givelf-a graphic presentation of the time frame and time 
Xreference. During the bit interval-the time function is defined as follows: 
= - -­
- - .- "-f- 11; -7 
18 RODUCIBILITY OFflili ORIGINAL PAGE IS PQc,'t 
BIT VALUE TINE FUNCTION 
I P(t) 
-I - -4(t) 
. .-mTb mTb 
T 
Figure Ill-I. Time Frame and Time Reference. 
The time representation of the sequence is 
S-_ t(t-g- - -- C-I --4) 
where A is the bit value during the g time interval. 
£2h -
Most storage devices available for use in shift register generators have 
time functions of form 
- - --- -(t+T-b2)t-u- .- (tTb/2) (111-5) 
where u(t) is the unit step function. 
The Fourier transform of the sequence is . " ­
F(x(t)) 1:2; A P(t-gTb ) E-J°tdt


- g=-m


-
'-oc- --- ='* -:' mWtA -C P -T - c Jnt- .z r- - ­ =--- -<-(III.6-) 
Now, changing the variable -ofintegration, 
F(x(t)) = l A F(t)( _jCt+gTb)d t 
E; A Tb O C (11­
g-m g P(t) Cdt I7 
A repetitive binary sequence (Period T) can be represented as


(111-8)
P(t) = £ rC o 
where


0 T 
and


Sin(c.W T /2)
 

ob
ai aLOT/2
0 
Substituting (111-8) into (111-7) and integrating, 
F(x(t)) = Z A c"igTb W Sin(OT /2) 
g=-m g T=. 
 0(07/2 (II-ii) 
Reversing the order of summation,


F(x(t)) = SinoTb/2) 6(w-) A C gTb, (111-12) 
O=- T/2 o -n g 
which is a set of unit impulse functions at a a=0, +1, fl,


Each unit impulse represents a harmonic of the time frunction, x(t), and the


phase of each harmonic (referenced to t=O, the mid point of the mth bit in


the sequence) can be calculated from (111-12),


m 
F, Sir,( 10j (A -A) 
= n I gn (111-13)1(x) g -g 

=anm o/2ral\ 

A + cos--I(A +A )
A g=lCOSV g 1g 
The A array is, of course, the digital sequence.
 

A computer program was written to calculate the phase of each harmonic.


The program generates the A array from the binary set {-1,1} rather than


from 11, 01 
20


As an example, consider the generator showin in figure 111-2. With initial 
loading [-1, -1] the souquenceg qutput _is-, -l ,L._F-m -CIII -13), the phase 
of the th harmonic is -.-- ,----­
( 11-14)(Uin -- n)(2) 1 
mod 2 
Figure III-2. Two Stage Sequence Generator.


•
S- -"i- ------------
Figure 111-3 depects the sequence spectrum.


--relative -_ 
amplitude


X sine envelope 
3 3 - --
Figure 111-3. Spectrum of Output Generator [2, 1, 0].


NRticqSthat in figure 111-3 the third, sixth, etc. harmonic has zero ampli­
tude. These are the harmonics :tha-'fall at multiplies of the clock frequency, 
£0 * Table IIl-1 lists the phase of'each hannonic. The phases listed for the 
0 
third, sixth, etc., harmonics are meaningless because their amplitudes are zero. 
Table III-1. Phase of each harmonic from generator 2,1,0


HAPONIC PHASE (RADIANS) 
1 47/3 
2 21713 
3 11 
4 41T/3 + "I 
5 2113 +1 
6 IT + V 
7 4ff/3


8 211/3 
The additional ITadded to the fourth, fifth, and sixth harmonics is


required because of the negative values of the sine envelope for these
 

harmonics. A maximum length sequence (sequence length L) has L harmonics


before the zero crossing of the sine envelope.


The computer program calculates the plots,the phase as a function of


harmonic number, and also calculates and plots the statistical distribution


of phase. The statistical distribution is calculated based on a truncation


of the harmonics at ax 
. 
This is equivalent to filtering with a perfect


max 
"brick-wall" filter as illustrated in figure 111-4. 
The impulse response of the brick-wall filter is 
h(t) = F- (H(w)), (111-15) 
or TT 
h(t)= f cjWtdco , (111-16) 
TT 
where Wd a 
TT = o max. (111-17) 
L 
Evaluating (111-16)


Sin(tT)h(t) = tT2 TT 
A , 
fi 
, . kELATIVE; AMPLoITUDE," 
..... 
' :I'OF 
Ij,, i i,! 
i ', IFILTER, 
/ 
AMPITUDE RESPONSE 
PERFECT "BRICK-WALL"1 
H(03) 
' K- SINC ENVELOPE 
I 
I *4 PEFET "RIK WLL 
F urI-o Sic eposeo a"rlk-al"Fltr SINGpENVELOPE 
Figure II-5 is a block diagram of the generation of the time function


r(t) where


r(t) = [x(t)h (t- r)d-f (111-19) 
S EQUEI NCEEILE r (t) 
Figure 111-5. Generation of r(t)
 

The pseudo-randomness qualities of r(t) can be investigated by a study 
of the phase distribution of its harmonic components. The funetion, r(t), 
is comprised of the harmonics of the sequence truncated at a maX and there­
fore the plot of the distribution of phase provided by the computer program 
is the distribution of phase of r(t). Section VT gaiece tsth.cl.Mh


and phase distribution for several maximum length generators, and maximum


length sum generators. A maximum length sum generator isonein which the


sequence is generated by modulo-2 summing two or more maximum length sequences.


S4--Z­
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SECTION IV


FILTERED SEQUENCES


In Section III an analysis of the spectral properties of low-pass

filtered maximum length sequences was based upon a filter with frequency

response as shown in figure IV-i 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE


-I; .. . . - .. - - ... . - ­- - z 
0 T
-TT 
 
T T 
Figure IV-!. Frequency Response of Type 1 "Brick-Wall" Filter. 
- -- - ----....- -2 
-This filter has an impulse response given by equation (II-18),


Sin (tT) 
h(t) = (tTT/2 ) TT. 
In Section Van-anali-ss of the statistical properties of a low-pass 
filtered maximum length sequ.ences is based upon a filter with an impulse 
-response of -th-- gifc7--Wal4l"Jtype as--shown- in--ffigure -IV-2.- --­
25 
-­
IMPULSE RESPONSE


t 
MTb


Figure IV-2. Impulse Response of Type 2 "Brick-Wall" Filter.


The frequency response of the Typ 2 "Bripk -WAII" filr- io


.~t Sin (WOMTb/2) /2 (IV-I) 
H(j&)) h(t) EJatdt = w12 b -iMb 
Both of these filters are idealizations, no filter has a frequency response


as shown by figure IV-l, and no filter has an impulse response as shown in


figure IV-2. However, each filter serves as an approximation to a realistic


filter. As an example, consider a first order filter with transfer function


1
HQjWt = 4-(IV- 2) 
0 
Figure IV-3 represents the frequency response of the first order filter.
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I 
a a


Figure IV-3, Frequency Response of First Order Filter.


The impulse response is


-1h(t) F HQjw)Y f cj' d 
0 
t' 0 <t <-
 (IV-3)
27% o 
Figure IV-4 depicts the impulse response, h(t).


IMPULSE RESPONSE
 

21WC 
0 
t 
Figure IV-4. Impulse Response of the First Order Lowpass Filter.
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The forms of the frequency response and impulse response, of course, 
depend on filter type and order. For example, as the order of the filter 
increases the quality of the "Brick-Wall" approximations usually increases. 
The primary justification for using the idealized filters in the analysis is


the degree of correlation between the results of the analysis and experimental


data obtained,by filtering,


_ .. . .. _., . ... _- .. .. . . . - --- = - %-- . _­
----- ------ 7-
Cr ..-.. -- c 
2728 
OF THEtEPRODUCIBILITY 
ORIGINAL PAGE 18 POORSECTION V 
STATISTICAL PROPERTIES 
This section is an analysis of some of the statistical properties of


maximum length sequences. If x(t) is a random digital sequence, the auto­

correlation function is 
T/2 
Rxx (r) limit 
T­-> -T 
x(t)x(t+r)dt, (V-l) 
-T/2 
where the digital sequence is from the binary set {-, 1} If x(t) is 
c-random, then the autocorrelation function will have the form shown in 
figure V-1 ... - ­
-T - Tb


---Figure V-1. Autocorrelation of a Random Sequience, X(t).


If x(t) is a maximum length sequence (sequence length = L) an appro­
priate autocorrelation function is 
Rxx x(t)x(t+r)dt (V-2)
-T/2 
where T-L Tb, and Tb is a bit pariod.- -
Noe assume the sequence, x, is generated by summing (modulo-2) k 
maximum,length. sequences, ...
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k 
x(t) = Z x (t) Modulo 2 (V-3)
i=l 
when x(t) is from 1i, 01,


or


k 
x(t) n x.(t) N(V-4) 
when x(t) is from -1, 11. 
The length of each constituent sequence is 
L i = 2nil 
where n. is the number of stages in the ith generator. If none of the sequence


-lengths have common terms


k 
L=fl L.. (v-5) 
i=l 
The autocorrelation function from (V-2) becomes 
/2 k k 
[x x.(t+T)dtRxx(T) 1 T/ k .(t)l ] (V-6) 
-T/2 id i=l 
or 
T/2 
RXxxT) = n/ x.(t)x.(t+T)dt. (V-7)
-T/2 i=1


Then using binary digits from the set -1, 1 , the equivalent of the "shift­
and-add" property becomes the "Ishift-and-multiply" property, and if 
T i L. for i=l, 2, 3, ... k, 
"i(t)xi(t+T) = x.(t+T. (T)). (V-8)


Substituting (V-8) into (V-7)


RXX(T) = T/2 k xi(t+Tr)dt (V-9) 
-
T /2 i=1 
where each Ti is some function of T. Since the sequence lengths have no 
common terms, all possible phase arrangements of the constituent sequences are 
cycled during the total sequence length T. This characteristic of the product 
sequence can be used to change (V-9) to the form


L1 L2 L3 Lk 
Rxx(TO) 1 l k k  T 
Tel= T1 T3=1 Tk=1 il i iI 

L1 L2 Lk
SX(T Z x (T2) X (V-10) 
T=1 1 1 T2= 2 2 1 kTk-
Now in each sequence there is one more -1 than +1 and 
Rxx ('i0) = (-)k (V-lI)L 
If =0, there is no shift and 
Rxx (T=0) 1. (V-12) 
For the case where r=L. for I<jlk, then 
T/2 k


RxxC7) = f i1 i x (t)xi(t+T). (V-12a) 
- -T12 iAj 
From the shift and multiply property


T/2 k
Rxx(,r) = 1 I x.li(t+7i Mt. 
-T/2 ij ( d 
L 1 II L2 Tk k 
=- _ I..c H x(. 
L T =11 T=T=1 2; i'j.1 x i C-i-. 
1 kj2 k jj 
* 1 = i z x'(Ti (V-12b) 
T.=1T.= = 
or 
=L. 
. I (V-12c)RxxC=nL.)Rx(7 . -.I (-1) 
Figure V-2 given an example of the autocorrelation function as a function of T 
for even and odd values of k. The scale is exagerated for the purposes of 5/4 
illustration.


The autocorrelation of a repetitive function is repetitive, as demon­

strated in figure V-2. Notice the similarity of the autocorrelation function


of a random sequence (Figure V-i) and the autocorrelation of a product maxi­

mum length sequence (Figure V-2).


In Section III the Pseudo randomness qualities of filtered maximum length


sequences was studied from the approach of the phase distribution of the


harmonics in the filtered sequence. Figure 111-4 is the amplitude response of


the assumed filter. In this section, a different type filter is assumed.


Rxx(T)


k odd


-L *1 
1~ keven


-L L 
Figure V-2. Autocorrelation Function of Sum Sequencer from k Generators.
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An analysis of the randomness properties can be based upon a calculation


of the third moment of the filtered sequence. Figure V-3 is the impulse


response of the assumed filter.


h(t)


1 
t 
Figure V-3. Impulse Response of Filter.


The frequency response of this filter is


HQW) = h c " jLOt = Sin( MTb -jtMT /2 (V-13) 
. (aY2) 
The time output, r(t) (See figure 111-5), is


t 
rtta - j X'n 7 
M 
= £ x(t-iTb) V-14)
i=l 
when x is a digital sequence. Equation (V-14) states that r(t) is equal to the
 

sum of the last M digits that occurred before t. A set of M digits taken from 
a long sequence is called a "-tuple". A study of the statistical properties


of the filter output can then be based on the weight of the M-tuples where


M-I


S = 2; x i+ m (V-15)i=O


is the weight function. 
S is the number of l's minus the number of -l's in the 1-tuple beginning at 
m 
the muh term of 1x4 when thle sequence binary characters are f-i, I } 
>33 
In statistical theory the following moments are defined, and each indicate 
certain characteristics of the probability density of the variable x. 
- INDICATED 
MOMENT EQUATION CHARACTERISTIC 
1st -iXp'(x)dx- - -Mean Value 
'-­

2nd xp(x)dx " Variance or 
- - Central Tendancy 
3rd x - -x Skewning Tendancy 
In the above equations'p(x) is the probability density function. -
Forming a set--of M-tuple weights, Sm, with L=2nI members for a maximal


P 6.

length-sequence, S will be defined-as follows:---

L__Z S, -- (V-16) 
The.first monent is -- - e L- -- -.-- -- ­
L-1 L-1 M-I 
2., S 23 2. Xm+i 
:- i•rOm
 i=
0 0


-M-1lL-l M-I4 
m(V1LL 
From (V-17) the first moment depends on the number of bit periods in the filter


impulse response, and on the total sequence length, but not on the particular


maximum length sequence.


The second moment is


Li2
S2 
= m 
L-1 M-1 2


- ZL xm-+i (V-18) 
m-0 i=O 
33 ­
- -
Now, 
M-i 2 M-2 M-IB X'm+i = M + 2 2; 2J x +iXm+.1x~+~=0M~2 ~ in i in(V-19) 
i=O 1-=O j=i+l 
and 
M-2 M-I2 1 L-S = -t M t 2 L L 
m0 i=O j=i1 m 
M-2 M-i L-i=M +_ 2. r, F, r, x+ 
L. Xin+iXm+j (V -20)
= . . _--i=O j=i+l m=0 M V-0 
- - *- - . ... 1= i~l m 
From the shift and multiply property of maximum length sequences


Xm+i Xm+c - - - - -(V-21) 
where C is some function of i-j. 
Equation (V-20) can be simplified using (V-21), 
- - M-2 M-I 
S2 = M 22-B (-1), (V-22) 
-- - i=O j=iti 
because over the entire sequence length there is one more -1 digit than


+1 digit,


Now 
- H~M2- H-i1 
B z -C­
2 [1 2 -3M+2O - 4-1] - (V-23) 
and 
S- M-- 1 [M2 -M1+2+2M-2] 
= 2
- -- j-:[M] ­- L - ---
M [I - ] (V-24) 
-34 
The second central moment is 	by definition


L-1 

1)2
Sc 2= L (S -S .m 	 .(V-25) 
'mO


Expanding (V-25)


2 L-I L- L-1 12

S L F, S -2S r S 	+ (CS)
c L m m 	 m --
S2 
 -(S1 )2 (V-26) -

From (V-24) and (V-26),the central moment is


S 2 2-L 	 (V-27) 
C 	 LL2 
The characteristic of the second central moment of the weights of M-tuples


from the maximum length sequence (filter output) is:


2 
1) S 0 for M=O and M=L.


C 
2


2) S 's a maximuM
 Lt 
L 
M = - (V-28) 
S 2 = L+1 2n-2 	 W-29)C 4 
when n is the number of stages in the generator.


2 
3) The value of SC does not depend on the particular 
maximum length sequence. 
The third moment of the M-tuple weight set, Sm, is 
3 1 L-1
L m 
m0=m


L-1 
 M-1 
L L F- xM+i. (V-30)M=O i=-O 
35


Now 
xM+i = xm+i 2 	 m+iX+j 
i=O 0 	 i=O j=i+l 
M-i


= 3M-2) 2 x i1=0 
M-3 M-2 M-i


+3! ri E X2xXm+k (V-31)


1=0 j+i+l k=j+l


Substituting (V-31) into (V-30),


M-I$3 "-FL 	 L-l [ (3M-2) D xm+i 
m=0 i'O

M-3 M-2 M-1


+ 	 3! F2 x+iXm+-.xm+kl" (V-32) 
1=0 j=i+l k=j+l 
The first double summation of (V-32) can be simplified as follows:


L-l M-i M-i L-l 
'- I Xm. 2; xm+ i = -M. (V-33) 
-m=O i=O i=O mO 
The quadruple summation can be rewritten 
L-1 M-3 M-2 M-I 
1,; 2E r xx+.xx = 
mO i=O j=i l k=j + l m I m m 
M=3 M-2 M-I L­
.0 F k l 0 Xm+ i xm+jXm+k (V-34)
1-=O j=i+l k=i+l m=-O 
Over the range of m in (V-34), from the shift and multiply property of 
maximum length sequences,

" +ixM+j = M+ 	 (V-35)


where 	 4 is some function of (i-j. 
36


Now


L 1 
_ N if =k 
m=0 -[-I+Iif =k+ k (V-36)


Let B3 be the number of ordered 3-tuples, (i, j, k), where


O<i<j<k<M - 1


such that


XM+ixM+j=XM+k. (V-37)


Using the definition of B3, equation (V-32) becomes


-S (3M-2) (M)+ 3 [ ) -B3] (-1) + B3L (V-38) 
Now 
(M) 3-I) (M-2),
 (V-39)C) 

and


S3 -M3 
 3!(L+I) B


The third central moment is


L-1 13


S 3r=,! (S l-S


S L- m

m=0


L-1 
 1 2 13

--D (S -3S S + 3S (S (s))

L m m m


3
S 3S1s + 3(S1 A - (S (V-41) 
or 
3 -M3 +3(L+I)B
c L L 3


2M3

M2) M-1 

+ 3-(lj- L- (V-42) 
Observe in (V-42) if L is large and M << L 
S 6B3. (V-43) 
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The quantity, B3, can be related to the maximum length sequence 
characteristic equation. If (i, j, k) is one of the B tiples such that 
.3


0 < i< j < k <M-I and 
+mmj (V-44)m-k' 
then this is equivalent to having-a generator as shown in figure V-4


- - (k-i) < (M-1) 
0 0 9k-i 
- gure V-4. Equivalent Generator of the B3 Class.


The feedback equation is


[k-i, k-j, 0] 
for the generator shown in figure V-4. 
The sequence, x, must then satisfy the trinomial polynomial of the form 
g(Z) = I + ZJ -i + zk- i = 0 (V-45) 
where Z is the feedback matrix (A matrix of Section I). 
The sequence must satisfy the original characteristic polynomial equation, 
n ± 
VA) I + S C.A = 0. (V-46)1=1 2. 
38


Multiplying the content vector by Agl is equivalent to stepping the generator 
through g, states, and the sequence must satisfy 
APl (I + 23 C A ) 
n 
+A 2 (I + r C.A 
i l- 1 -­
+ g(A). (V-47) 
Then 
(Ag l + A92 - -- f(A) + = g(A), V-48) 
6r f(A) is a factor of g(A). Restating,-B 3 is the-number of trinomials of


power less than M-1 that has a factor f(A), the characteristic polynomial of


the sequence.


From equation (V-43) if B3 is small, the third central moment of the 
weights of M-tuples (filter output) is samll. Reference 6 gives a procedure 
for finding the B, term for maximum length sequences for given M-tuples. 
! [~ 2.- ----------------- - - - - - -..--. _ ­ . . ­
. -- . -- "-" - . Y--I -P- ­
t.--. ° - . - ----i - - - - - - - - ­
-L. --- - .- s - ^ --­
- Co -e9iiitF2--IGNAL rnPK 
co~re~zz: ­
SECTION VI


APPLICATIONS AS A GAUSSIAN


NOISE GENERATOR


The signal obtained by filtering a maximum length sequence has a probability


density function that is approximately Gaussian. This can be intuitively


justified by comparing the maximum length sequence to a random sequence of


binary digits. If the random sequence digits are from the set {-1, it , and


if during the bit interval the probability of a (-I) is B, and the probability 
of a (+1) is 1-B, and each bit is independent of all other bits in the sequence, 
then the probability that there will be mI (-1) bits during m2 bit intervals is 1 
 
p 2 p 1(l-P)m2"ml 
 • (VI-I)


i1 1(m2-m1 )!


If (-i) and (1) are equiprobable, then equation (VI-I) becomes
 

(Vfl2)


m1 !(m2-m1 )! (2-

From (VI-2), if a long random binary sequence of equiprobable digits is


examined, the following properties are evident:


(a) 	 If there are kI runs of R 2 consecutive (-l) or (1) digxts there
 

should be 2kI runs of k2 -1 consecutive like digits and k1 /2 runs


of k2+l consecutive like digits.


(b) 	 In a long sequence the number of (-) digits should very nearly


equal the number of (1) digits.


(c) 	 If two long sequences are compared position for position, the 
 
number of cases where the digits agree very nearly equals the number


of cases where the digits disagree. This, of course, leads to the


correlation property.


4 
In 	 Section V it was shown that maximum length sequences satisfy the


correlation property and property (c) above. -A register generating a


maximum length sequence goes' through all but one of its possible states,


therefore, (a) and (b) are also satisfied. The justification for calling


a maximum length sequence a pseudo-random sequence is based on the fact


that maximum length sequences do satisfy the randomness properties listed 
above for sequence lengths less than L-2n-l for a n stage register.


Section IV considered filtered sequences, and it was shown that the


-filtering process is equivalent to forming a signal by weighting and adding


-digits of- the sequence. Likewise; it was-shown that the filtering process is


eqivalent to adding harmonic components of the sequence up to the filter cut­
off 	 frequency. From the central limit theorem, using either view of the 
filtering process,- the output-signal-density- function tends toward a Gussian 
,densityfunction if the sequence is random, and the number of digits or 
b~rnnp eclcarl JQi1 ~vn.- Thic c eiQa ~ a n~~,cnan i, 
density function of individual digits are independent, and the sequence harmonic


components are independently distributed in phase.


The digits and harmonics components of a-pseudo random maximum length 
_sequence are not actually independent, but in many cases they approximate the 
-random-sequence well enough to approach a Gaussian distribution when filtered. 
The conditions from. the central limit theorem can be used coO qualitatively 
test how well a filtered maximum length sequence approachds a Gaussian 
distribution. . . . . . 
41. 
.. ____The_. tests are: 4 
1) 	 How random is the distribution of the phase components of the sequence


harmonics passed by the filter.


- _ -1 -- ­
- --
2) 	 If the digits are independent, the veights of M-tuples of the sequence 
should approach a Gaussian distribution and the third-moment of the 

weights should approach zero. Therefore, the value of the third 

moment of the weight function serves as a test for the approach to 
a Gaussian distribution-.


- --	 To illustrate the properties of filtered maximum length sequences, the 
results of experimental tests and computer simulation will now be given.


Figures VI-l thru VI-6 give experimental plots of the probability density


function for the filtered maximum length sequence. The sequence generator is


-
a-twenty stage unit; the filter is~third order, and ratios of the clock to


ilter 	 cutoff frequency, -- :- - ­
S(VI-3)


are 5,10, 20, 22;5, 90,-and-200respectively. From Section IV, the number of 
aigits added to form the output is app-roximately B, Therefore, the statistics 
From Section V,- the third moment of the M-tuple weights indicates skewing, 
and the third moment is related to the number of trinomials of power less 
Uih5an that have -the 'sequence-echaiacteris tic polynomial as a factor. From 
9igures" VI-5 and VI-6, the density function skews, therefore, there must be 
many trinomials of power less- than '90 and 200 that have the sequence character­
tstic polynomial as a factor.--------­
7
o 	 Is an6tlier-f-ample&, -an eleiven -stage sequence generator and filtering 
boperation 	 was simulated by computer. The maximum length sequence generator 
I -- &~ 5 ~ -
-aracteristie pofynomiaf was : 
S+A 9+ 	 (VI-4) 
Figures VI-7 thru VI-21 give the Lime dependent filter output and density
af th;c G :-:. -.. rrs .......- .. 
function of the waveform. T7he figures are for filter impulse response periods 
6f 	 10, 12, 16, 20, 30, 4D, 70, and 90 bits. Notice that for impulse response 
I..) 
periods greater than 10 (M-tuple length greater than 10) there is skewing. 
This indicates there exists many trinomials that have A1 1 +A9 +I as a factor 
for the M-tuple lengths given. 
-. For the purpose of comparing maximum length sequence generators and sum 
sequence generators, a computer simulation was made of two sequences that were 
formed by adding two maximum length sequences. The first sum generator forms 
its output by summing the outputs of maximum length sequence generators with 
characteristic equations (5, 2, 0) and (6, 1, 0). Figures VI-22 thru VI-35 give 
output waveforms and output density functions for impulse response periods 
of 10, 12, 14, 18, 20, 40, and 80 bits respectively, It is seen that the 
density functions for this generator, which uses eleven total stages, do not 
skew nearly as much as for the maximum length generator (1i, 9, 0). This 
shows that the characteristic polynomial of the sum sequence is not a factor 
of many trinomials with power less than the M-tuple lengths (impulse response 
nerinrid). --
It cannot be concluded that modulo-2 summed sequences aluays give non­

skewed density function when filtered, To illustrate this, a computer simulation 
was run for summing and filtering the maximum length sequences with characteristic 
equations (5, 4, 2, 1, 0) and (6, 1, 0). Figures VI-36 thru VI-49 give the out­
put waveforms and output density functions for impulse response periods of


10, 14, 18, 20, 40, and 80 bits respectively. Notice these density functions


skew more than those for the first dum-type generators, indicating the 
characteristic polynomials of the generators, are factors of many trinomials of


power less than the impulse response periods.


To further investigate the randomness properties of the three sequence 
generators used in the example, a computer calculation of the phase distributions


of the Fourier transforms of the three sequences was made. Figure VI-50 is a 
plot of the phase distribution of the first 300 harmonics of the (l1, 2, 0) 
maximum length sequence. Figures VI-64 and VI-74 are the phase distribution 
of the first 200 harmonics of the sum sequences ((5, 2, 0) + (6, 1, 0)) and 
(5, 4, 2, 1, 0) + (6, 1, 0) respectively. Figures VI-51 thru VI-63 VI-65


thru VI-73, and VI-75 thru VI-83 give phase density functions for filtered


versions of each sequence generator. The number of harmonics included is


listed on each figure, and the relation between the ratio of clock to filter


cutoff frequencies, B, and number of harmonics included is.......


harmonics included =B (VI-4)


where L is the sequence l.ength, and B = c/fd. Notice that the phase density


functions for the sum generator ((5, 2, 0) + (6, 1, 0)) has the most uniform 
distributions, and this -agrees with the previous statements aboft the relation 
between pseudo-randomness quality and the pt s6 density function of the harmonics 
passed by the filter. ­
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i,'­
SECTION VII


RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS


. Section II of this report developedja method of describipg a sequence 
generator by a characteristic polynomial :equation-- Section III derived the 
-equation for describing the-tphase relations--between harmonic comporfents of 
a digital sequence, and Sections IV, V, and VI describe methods for investigat­
ing the randomness properties of filtered sequences. Four methods described 
-and illustrated in the report are: 
1) Experimental method,- invesv-gatipg the. sfati:stfcs 'of an actual 
L-" - fil t e red sequence.- ' ? - -- --.----- --------- _ 
.2) -Computer simulation with calculation of the time dependent output 
waveform, and the filte routpu.t protabili-ty dens-ity- func.tion.-- ­
3) Computer calculation of the phase dist:ribution of the har-monic " 
4) Calculation ofi the tird-moment of the filter output by finding 
-- - .trinomials- that havethe sequencecharac teris tic-polynomial -as-a' 
factor.--
Alfour methods-have certain.-dishdvan tages;-however, tle -conclusions 6f 
-this section -will be based on method four,: = - - - -
Equation (V-42) related the third central moment of the filter output to


the number trinomials at power less than the impulse response period of the


filter that has the sequence characteristic polynomial as a factor. Equation


(V-42) shows that the third central moment can oscillate aroun, 0 for various


-filter impulse response periods. This result was confirmed by both experiment­

ation and computer simulation for both maximum length sequences and for


sequencoe formed by summing two maximum length sequences.


An ideal sequence generator for a noise source that must produce approx­
imately Gaussian wavefons for various ratios of the digital clock frequency

to filter cutoff frequency (impulse response period in bits or M-tuple length),

would be one whose characteristic polynomial is a factor of no trinomial of 
power up to the maximum impulse response period anticipated. Two maximum 
length sequences that have characteristic polynomials that are factors of no 
trinomial of order less than 500 are 
.. ...... (23, 18, 12, 6, 0) 
and 
- (23;-17, 13, 12, 11, 9, 8, 7, 5, 3, 0). 
Both these generators have twenty-three stages, and the following stages are 
part of th- feiidba-ck: - - - - . 
... - - (23, 18, 12, 6, 0) - feedback tapes on stages 23, 17, 
1- l4and 5,(23, 17, 13, 12, 11, 9, , 7, 5, 3, )­
leedback Lapes on scages 23, 20, 16, i6, iD; 14, iZ, 
11, 10, and 6. 
Impulse response periods (digital clock to filter cutoff ratio) will be less

than 500 for the noise source under consideration. Therefore, the filter

outputs from a noise source using one at the maximum length generators listed

above will have non-skewing, approximately Gaussian, probability density

functions.
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